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Mary E. Gannon, now serving
her second term as Chairman
of the NFfW Traffic Panel, is
President

of her home union,

the Washington

Telephone

Traffic Union, which she has
headed

up for the past five

years.
Prior

to her work with the

Washington
three

Union, she served

years as Traffic Chair-

man of the Northern

District

of the Virginia Federation
Telephone

Workers,

a union

she helped organize.
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CA~ WE ~FFORU THE STATUS
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SPITE OF our conservative
interests'
homesick longing for a return to things
as they used to be, the postwar world will
be a much different place than it was before
the battle started.
In Eu;ope a broad swing to the left can
be expected.
France will probably move toward a form
of state socialism, with joint employer-laborgovernment management of basic industries.
Labor will have a key role.
Belgium will likely follow the example of
France.
Germany will be impoverished,
will face
no alternative
to widespread
socialization;
will tend to orient her economy toward Russia as she pays major reparations
in that
direction.
Poland, economically
and probably politically, will be forced to a Russian orientation, with a definite left-wing turn likely.
Balkan nations will lose normal German
markets; will be forced to turn to Russia
for outlets for surpluses.
Italy, already impoverished,
will tend to
be leftist in economic policy.
Even Britain is thinking in terms of a more
rigidly controlled economy.
No, the postwar world won't look much
like the prewar world.
This swing toward the left among European nations will cause radical changes in
their governments.
Some of them may become frankly Communistic
along the Russian pattern. Others may represent different
shades and degrees of movement in that direction.
Still others may experiment
with
various plans until they find an economic
order which best solves their particular
problems.
But all of them have learned enough about
Fascism to stay away from IT in the future.
All these European governments will have
one quality in common. They will strive to
develop a social order containing a maximum
of economic security and as high a standard
of living as possible. They will strive to build
a stable economic order which will eliminate
or forestall its accompanying unemployment
and wasted manpower.
The result will be that the United States
will find little world company as a strictly
capitalist nation. We shall probably find the
going a bit rough in trying to persuade the
outside world to turn back toward "free enterprise" with less centralized
control over
the economy.

QUO?

The European nations are finding that they
cannot afford the luxury of a strictly capitalist society with its waste and inefficiency,
its cycles of overexpansion,
followed by depressions.
And this nation will find, before too long,
that they cannot afford such a society either.
Since the Civil War, America has gone
as
through at least six major depressions,
well as dozens of smaller ones in between.
The last major one came near wrecking the
nation's economy and its effects are still being
felt, fifteen years later.
•
We cannot afford another such experience.
To cope with depressions,
we must, first
of all, frankly accept the fact that overexpansion and depressions
can be prevented;
that a way must be found to prevent them;
that to prevent them will require some meas~e of centralized control over the economy.
There is nothing undemocratic about such
controls; rather they are the essence of democratic processes.
The nation simply recognizes that a problem exists, then tackles that
problem in a sound, realistic and commonsense manner.
In principle, these controls would be of
two general types, one sort intended to keep
the predatory fringe of business in line, and
the second intended to furnish minimum protection to workers from the economic hazards
o_! sickness, old age and unemployment.
Labor laws, like the Wagner Act, and minimum wage legislation fall into the first category; social security legislation falls into the
second.
There are signs that a growing segment of
the business world has become resigned to
such controls.
There are signs that some
legislators
are also aware of the need for
their extension.
Recently
introduced
legislation,
such as
the Murray full-employment
bill and the
legislation
for extension of social security
to cover health hazards
is evidence that
some legislators, spurred onward by organized labor and liberal groups are at last becoming aware of the problems facing the
nation and are trying to cope with them.
The reception given such legislation will
be a test of whether we are to crawl back
into a shell of economic and political isolation and backwardness
or move along with
the rest of the world toward a better, richer
and more secure way of life.
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YOUR PLACE IN
THE FEDERATION
When you were hired by the
Telephone Company, one of the
glowing prospects dangled before
your eyes was the old assertion that
"there is always room at the top."
Perhaps you have already. figured
out that your chance of becoming
president is about one in five thousand. So also with the Federation.
There are quite a few offices to be
filled and some honors to be passed
around, but for a large majority of
members the chances of becoming
Federation
President
are mighty
slim.
A DEMOCRATIC FEDERATION
Our consLtution sets us up as a
democratic organization,---one which
is governed by its members rather
than by those who are chosen to
lead. Our By-Laws provide for regular LOCAL meetings where every
member may express his views and
exercise his voting rights. This is
one of the purest forms of Democracy-the
individual expresses himself, listens to the expressions of
others, takes part in the discussion
and casts his vote to determine the
policies the group directs its elected
officers to follow.
Our Federation was built on this
plan because a majority of the
workers decided that a democratic
organization would best serve the
interests of telephone people. If it
is to succeed as a democratic institution it is necessary for its members to impose upon themselves a
number of duties or obligations.
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Most important of these is the obligation to attend local meetings because the local meeting is the
FOUNDATION of the Federation.
It is the duty of every member to
KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON in
the Federation. Next comes the duty
of every member to inform himself
on Federation matters in order that
he may be competent to cast his
vote for the best interests of the
Federation. Attendance at Federation meetings plus a knowledge of
Federation affairs spell INTEREST
and ABILITY to judge issues and to
take an active part in the democracy
we have established to carry out our
polic:es and to determine the wages
and the conditions under which we
work.
In a larger sense these same fac-
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tors will determine the part your
Fede1·ation plays in shaping the social, political and economic system
under which we will live in the postwar period.
WHY DEMOCRACY FAILS
One of our chief objections to the
two BIG unions is the fact that
more and more they are becoming
dictatorships . . . they are being
governed, more and more, from the
TOP rather than from the BOTTOM.
The underlying reason for this
change is a LACK OF INTEREST
ON THE PART OF THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBER. If we are to keep
dictatorship out of the Federation it
is absolutely necessary that you attend your local meetings and that
YOU send YOUR orders up to the
top, insisting that YOUR orders be
carried out by the officers YOU
elect.
You elect your officers to "run"
the Federation. If you are not interested enough in the Federation to
send them any orders, they will have
no p'!"edetermined plan to caITy out.
In the absence of such a plan they
are faced with the necessity of forming a plan of their own. Under these
conditions they •naturally
become
more and more independent and
gradually assume more and more
power until YOU are pushed off into a corner (where you would belong) to be ordered around by the
servants YOU elected to carry out
YOUR orders.
YOUR PLACE
If you want a democratic Federat'on it is your duty to attend all
(See "FEDERATION," Page Four)
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. THE MOUNTAIN STATES FEDERATION OF TELEPHONE WORKERS
GENERAL OFFICE
Balance Sheet
As of December 31, 1944
Assets:
Cash in Bank ..............................................
$ 2,350.63
United States Savings Bond, Series "F" (Maturity Value
$1,000.00)-at Cost, Plus Accrued Interest, $5.50.........
745.50
Accounts Receivable from Division and Locals..............
875.55
Federation Pins on Hand...................................
140.28
Furniture and Fixtures, Less Reserve for Depreciation, $192.80
290.29
$ 4,402.25
Liabilities and Surplus:
Accounts Payable .........................................
Payroll IJ.'axes Payable ....................................
Surplus ..................................................

$
.
.

57.17
30.16
4,314.92

$ 4,402.25
THE MOUNTAIN STATES FEDERATION OF TELEPHONE WORKERS
GENERAL OFFICE
Statements of Income and Expense and Surplus
for the Year Ended December 31, 1944
Income and Expense
Income:
Dues from Divisions and Locals ............................
$ 9,307.10
Charter Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00
Initiation Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
158.10
Per Capita Fees...........................................
17.00
Sale of Supplies and Federation Pins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342.16
Subscriptions and Advertising "Telephone Worker".........
20.25
Interest Accrued on United States Savings Bonds. . . . . . . . . . . .
4.50
Expenses:
Salaries:
$ 778.00
Officers ..................................
Clerical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,031.40
Editor-"Telephone
Worker" . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240.00
Per Capita Dues to National Federation. . . . . . . . 1,080.00
Office Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.90
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
219.43
Office Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
469.59
Telephone and Telegraph. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162.50
Social Security Taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.40
Auditing Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.00
Provision for depreciation of furniture and
fixtures ...................................
.
48.31
Repairs and rentals of office equipment .......
.
30.58
Fidelity bond premium ......................
.
5.00
Publications
................................
.
138.41
Board, lodging and travel expense ............
. 1,322.72
Expenses of jurisdictional dispute in Utah ... .
81.41
Organizational expense .....................
.
35.00
Printing and other expense,-"Telephone
Worker" ..................................
. 2,354.51
Expenses of National convention dance-Net ..
30.37
Reimbursement for wages lost ................
.
471.27
Printing and mimeographing ................
.
66.31
Moving expenses-Phoenix
to Denver. ........
.
111.61
Miscellaneous ...............................
.
16.06

$10,049.11

DIVIDE LOCAL 206

9,022.78

$ 1,026.33
Surplus
Surplus as of December 31, 1943 .......................
Excess of income over expenses for the year
December 31, 1944 .................
•................
Surplus as of December 31, 1944 ......................
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UTAH MEETING
For a special occasion, members of
Locals 501 and 505 met together in
the Mirror Room of the Temple
Square Hotel in Salt Lake City.
The honors were shared by Thomas
A. Lambert and James C. Knight,
presidents of the two locals. A total
of 82 members were present.
After a fast moving and well conducted meeting, some time was given to Mr. Jones, an insurance man,
who outlined a group hospitalization plan and answered questions
presented by the members.
It is always interesting to hear
from Mr. Harman, Utah State Plant
Superintendent, Mr. Thompson, Salt
Lake District Plant Superintendent
and Mr. Sullivan, Utah Construction
Superintendent,
who accepted our
invitation to meet with us.
It would be difficult to say whether Mr. Thompson or Mr. Sullivan
has the best reservoir of stories
from which to draw. Most of the
more serious war-time
problems
confronting the organization were
left to Mr. Harman for discussion.
One subject always mentioned is
the members' standing with their
local draft boards. Mr. Harman can,
without hesitation, tell each one just
what his latest status is.
Chairman Ken Stump and his social committee topped the evening
with sliced turkey, cheese, beer and
stacks of trimmings. We feel that
someone must be on very good
terms with the hotel staff in order
to produce such a spread and we are
very sure their efforts were appreciated by everyone present.
-Adolph
Jensen

.
ended
.

3,288.59

.

$ 4,314.92

1,026.33

Colorado local 206, serving members in the entire northern hail of
the state, has been divided into two
locals. The new local, known as 212,
will serve members of the Greeley,
Ft. Collins District which includes
Greeley, Sterling, Ft. Morgan, Brighton, Evans, Ft. Collins, Loveland,
Estes Park and other small exchanges in the northern part of the
state.
The new arrangement will greatly
facilitate administration and will enable members to get together for
local meetings which was almost
impossible under the old form.
The MSFTW News

TRAFFIC TOPICS
Too late for publication in the
March issue, we received a telegram announcing the following officers for Local 502-T of Ogden,
Utah:
President-Mrs.
Vera Streeter
Vice-president-Mrs.
Lorna Oarnett
Secretary-Miss
Erma Nelson.
This makes three traffic locals in
Utah and the state is ready for a
WLB election to determine the bargaining a_gent in that state. A fine
job, Utah.

PHOENIX

PHOENIX SPONSORS
DANCE •
Phoenix Local 101 sponsored a
dance on Feb. 24 at the Osborn
Woman's Club with approximately
20G members and their friends present.
Recreation chairman, L. L. Stinson, with the aid of several committee members and their wives, did a
bang-up job of arranging the affair
complete with refreshments and between dance entertainment.
Refreshments
consisted of beer
and a dutch lunch. Between dances,
several cartons of cigarettes and
fifths of "liquid fire" were raffled
off to help make the affair show a
profit.
•
Although the music was not of the
best there was no "free parking
spac,e" on the floor and we promise
much better music at the next affair
when Elmo Black will have his record player and Public Address system completed.
G. B. Godbold

NEWS FROM 'DIVISION
FOUR
Mr. Joe Morgan has been transfened from Socorro to Carvizozo,
New Mexico. Mr. William O'Neil
moves from El Paso to Socorro,
N.M. and Mr. Mac Walker and Mr.
Chas. Pippin transferred from Albuquerque, N. M. to El P?so, Texas.
The transfer of Mr. Elmer Sparks
from Albuquerque to Clovis, N. M.,
winds up the transfers for this
month. Mr. Wiltz Harrison and Mr.
Robert Edwards have left the services of the Company.
W. E. Beistline
April, 1945

The Regional Labor Relations
Board is conducting hearings on the
WYOMING NEWS
case brought by the National FederaLarry Loder is back home from
tion against the Mountain States
the hospital where he spent a week
company charging company dominarecuperating
from a sudden sick tion of the Traffic Employees' Assospell. He is much improved and we ciation and as we pass our deadline,
hope he will be back on the job
proceedings have passed the halfsoon.
way mark.
Pete Widick has taken over LarWe have every reason to believe
ry's duties in the storeroom tempothat the case will be decided in
rarily.
favor of the Federation and that an
Well, what do you know! Cuddy
election to determine the ~rgainVaterlauss is a papa. Mrs. Vatering agent in Colorado can be held
lauss presented him with a daug'hter
this summer.
at Memorial Hospital about ten days
Meanwhile girls are signing appliago. Congratulations POP!
cations at a satisfactory rate and
The Local lost a member when
regular meetings are being held in •
Clyde Heck transferred to New Cas- Ft. Collins, Denver, Boulder and
tle, Wyoming as Manager. We do Pueblo.
not like to lose members but we are
glad to see Clyde making good.
The formation of a Traffic DiviChuck Cornell recently transferred
sion, representing girls in all of the
to Laramie as combination man, so Mountain States is not far off and
he will be showing up in the Larait is time for traffic leaders to be
mie local from now on.
exchanging
ideas concerning the
The gang had a whing ding for kind of a Division they want to set
Clyde and Chuck before they left. up and the agreement they will neThe "affair" was held at K. C. hall. gotiate with management.
Your correspondent was out of town
Setting up the Division and State
but Lyman Spaulding says everyone
organizations will be a big job and
was there but one sick and one out will require great sacrifice of time
of town. By the way, Who broke the on the part of the officers elected
window?
to do this work.
We lose one and gain cne. ClarWe know there are many probence Kylander, who has been Wire lems members are anxious to have
Chief at Rawlins was transferred to adjusted and these will be taken
Cheyenne as switchman, so is alcare of as soon as possible. In the
ready a member of Local 601.
meantime we ask that all traffic
Mrs. Earl Kirk was operated on people be very patient and considerrecently. Sorry the hospital will not ate of the elected officers who face
accept flowers any more, Earl, but
the many problems of getting the
here are our best wishes for her Traffic Division organized and ready
speedy recovery.
-Walt Ferrell
to function.

DANCE COMMITTEE
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Plant Council Meets With Management
Following is a brief summary of
topics discussed and results obtained
at the meeting of the Plant Division Council with management on
February 14th. ~.
The Federation requested an increase of $5.00 a week on the basis
that living costs exceed the 15% allowed by the Little Steel Formula.
Management stated that the Little
Steel Formula is still in effect and
the company could not see any basis
on which a filing could be made at
this time. In response to a question
concerning the company's ability to
grant an increase, we received the
usual thousand words on high wages,
high taxes, etc., with the assertion
that the company could not join the
Federation in filing for an increase.
The elimination of B and L differential was brought up and management stated that a plan was being
considered to establish additional
headquarters for construction people
so that more of them will be able
to establish permanent homes. This
plan will be presented to members
by the Federation and brought up
for discussion with management later on.
A request that the extended work
week be applied to all states was
turned down, management stating
that even in zone 2 (Denver and
Pueblo) all employees would not
share in the 48 hour week. Where
men can be spared, transfers will be
made to other states where men are
needed, but no employees will be
released to other industries.
Management refused to modify
Paragraph 2.3 of the working practices changing the present 8 hour
rest period to 5 hours. He agreed to
make paragraph 2.4 read as follows:
"If employees are called before
7 A. M. they shall be paid at the rate
of time-and-one-half
until 8 A. M.
for such time worked until 8:00
A. M. and after 8:00 A. M. straight
time."

The Federation requested a change
in the "Traveling Time" practice
asking that paragraph 2.7 be changed
to read as follows:
(a) Within scheduled work period
the same as regular work and paid
for accordingly.
(b) Outside schedule work period
by overtime employees the same as
overtime worked and paid for accordingly.
Note: When sleeper accommodations are provided no time shall be
paid for between the hours of 6
P. M. and 8 A. M."
The request that "half tours" be
eliminated was refused.
Federation request that Sunday be
eliminated from the scheduled work
week was refused on the grounds
that the elimination of Sunday would
create inequalities and would be as
objectionable to the Federation as it
is to management.
Federation
requested
that student employees, reaching the top
scale, be reclassified and continue on
the wage schedule consistent with
their years of service. Management
refused this request stating that students will be given the new scale
when they take out a kit or perform
the duties of the craft involved.
In reply to a complaint that student splicers had been offered jobs
as combination men in undesirable
locations, management stated that
careful consideration would be given to this condition and that, in no
case, would a man's refusal to accept
such a job have any bearing on his
receiving other opportunities
for
transfer.
Our request that overtime be paid
for the sixth day worked regardless
of any undistributed time that might
be charged during the week was
turned down.
Our request for 4 weeks vacation
( after the war) for employees with
20 years !::ervice was refused.

NO FAMILY TOO LARGE-or
---To
Profit Thru---

too small

TRICO EMPLOYEES
HEALTHASSOCIATION
HOSPITALPLAN-MEDICAL PLANT
~05 G t:, E Bldg., Denver, Colo. Ch. 1213
Employee only .80; Employee & Wife 1.50; Employee & Family 2.10
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The Federation
requested
that
when an employee is transferred
from one craft to another at the company's request, he will not receive
a cut in his basic rate. This request
was refused.
In regard to supervisors working
overtime when craft men are available, management promised to again
call this to the attention of Plant
Superintendents.
The Federation requested a $5 a
week "in charge" differential for
craft men relieving supervisors for
vacation or other reasons. Management would not approve this request
but said he would see that there was
a better understanding and application of the procedures as he had
outlined.
On extended vacation pay, management refused to base this pay on
a full year's overtime. He said the
practice would have to be applied
on' an "all department"
basis although he realized that this created
inconsistencies in the plant department.
Management refm,ed to reduce the
length of house service progression
schedules, stating that our top rates
are higher than those paid in other
establishments and that a change in
the schedule would result in lower
top rates for these people.
Management agreed to extend the
practice of paying premium time for
Sundays and holidays to include
"full time" house service people.
Management also agreed that the
changes in working practices agreed
to in this meeting would be made at
an early date.

i
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Federation
Continued from Page 1
meetings, to study Federation problems, to express your views, to fight
for what you believe to be just and
fair, to help determine, by your
argument and vote, the policies of
the Federation and to insist that
YOUR orders be carried out.
YOU are the FEDERATION.
YOU are the KING. Federation officers are YOUR servants. If you
want a democratic Federation it is
up to YOU, fellow members, to
TELL THEM what to do.

The MSFTW News
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NFTW Fights For Equal Treatment
T

HE LATEST MOVE of the NFTW
before
the National Labor Relations Board
"equal to that accorded . the AFL
and CIO" has been an appeal to Mrs.
Mary T. Norton, Chairman of the
Labor Committee of the House of
Representatives.
The letter which President Beirne
sent to Mrs. Norton charged that
"the purposes of the National Labor
Relations Act are being defeated
and their accomplishment rendered
ange in impossible by the biased administralower tion to which the Act is subject".
The letter goes on to state:
end the
"The National Labor Relations
time for Act had as its primary purpose the
include securing to the working men and
ople.
women of America the right freely
hat the to organize into unions of their own
S agreed
choosing. The workers were to have
made at the choice between having a union
and having no union. If they decided to have a union, they might join
with one of the larger labor organl
izations such as the AFL or the
,n probCIO; they might join with other
to fight similar groups on a local, regional
iust and or national affiliation basis; or each
,y your group might go its own way withlicies of out affiliating with other unions.
ist that
"There was nothing in the Act or
behind it which required workers
ATION. to 'join an AFL union or a CIO
ion offi- union in order to obtain the beneIf you fits and protection of the Act. In
on it is truth and in fact, however, that is
>ers, to the way in which the Act is being
administered.
manpay on
said the
applied
asis alcreated
depart7

,

V News

in its fight to gain treatment
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Battle Against Unfair NLRB Treatment
Carried to Congressional
Committee
"The National Labor Relations
conclusions which the Board has
Board apparently takes the position
reached in this respect, but I do feel
that if a union is not affiliated with
obliged to insist that, if such reasoneither the CIO, which it seems to ing should be indulged in for the
favor over all other unions, or the benefit of the AFL and CIO unions,
AFL, it is, perforce, suspect of beit should be followed when dealing
ing a company-dominated union. On with cases involving affiliates of the
the other hand its decisions and National Federation of Telephone
its practices indicate that, regardWorkers.
less of how company-dominated
a
"It should be clearly understood
union may be in fact, its affiliation
that if the National Labor Relations
with a major labor organization will Board can conduct interminable and
immunize it from attacks based on expensive investigations of this sort
company-domination
charges.
into the affairs of the Kearny Union,
"Affiliation or no-affiliation is not, it can do so with most of the 42 othin and of itself, a reliable mark of er affiliates. If it should do so, it
company control or lack thereof. It would probably bankrupt the organis quite true that a small unit which
ization. The Federation is entitled
has no contact with other units outto have determined once, for all time
side of a particular plant is more
and with reasonable promptness, the
susceptible to the corrupting influquestion as to whether it is to be
ence of management.
Each case treated on an equivalent basis with
should be decided, however, on its the AFL and the CIO.
own particular facts and not by an
"We cannot permit the pendulum
unreliable rule of thumb which has to swing back to the point where
no necessary relation to the existthe National Labor Relations Act
ing facts.
through ignorant or prejudiced ad"The National Labor Relations
ministration, becomes an instrument
Board has developed a policy which
for the enslavement of Labor by
grants immunity to AFL and CIO denying it the right to organize
unions against company-domination
according to its own freely adopted
charges. The principle on which this desires."
policy is supposed to rest is that a
The present witch hunting drive
union which has an affiliation with
which the NLRB is conducting
one of the strongest, most independagainst the Kearny Union, must be
ent and most effective labor unions
allowed to have only one outcome;
cannot possibly be company-domia clean bill of health for the union
nated.
and settlement once and for all of
I do not attempt at this time to the question of company-domination
pass upon the logical validity of the
charges against other affiliates.·
3

NWLB Approves First Three Cases·
of National Telephone Panel
Policy Establishedfor •Handling
All Wage Casesin the Industry

POLICY ACCEPTED
The decisions were based on a
policy report for handling wage
cases in the telephone industry made
by the Panel to the Board after a
survey of the wage stabilization
problems peculiar to the telephone
industry. This policy report, chiefly
concerned with wage rates and the
length of progression schedules, has
been unanimously accepted by the
Board.
. Commenting on the Panel's unanimous report, Chairman William H.
Davis said: "The Panel presented a
careful and painstaking report, and
the Board unanimously adopted its
recommendations as a basis for wage
stabilization in the operating tele-

The Panel's policy report on which
these decisions were based was
made following a factual study of
the size, scope and structure of the
operating telephone industry. The
report grouped companies engaged
in this service into three broad
divisions. The first group includes
the American Telephone Company
and 23 Associated Bell Telephone
Companies.
The second includes
approximately 6,400 independent
telephone companies and the third
group contains approximately 30,000
independent cooperative telephone
associations. The companies and cooperatives together service the 26,822,469 telephones of the United
States.
The report of the Telephone Panel
was directed chiefly to the problems
of the Bell System.
The War Labor Board has this to
say in a recent report:
"The dominant labor organization
in the industry is the National Federation of Telephone Workers which
is a federation of 45 unions representing, in large part, employees of
the operating Bell Companies. There
are in addition a large number of
independent unions, and both the
AFL and CIO have collective bargaining contracts covering telephone
workers."
The Panel points out that its
recommendations
set up methods
and guide lines by which it expects

phone industry. The guide lines and

to examine each case which comes

limitations recommended
by the
Panel appear to the Board to represent a sound and practical approach
to the peculiar problems of the industry so far as those problems are
covered by the report."
The three cases acted upon are
among the first referred to the
Panel.

before it.
The general approach unanimously recommended by the Panel and
unanimously approved by the Board
is: (1) application of the Little Steel
Formula as heretofore determined
by the Board; (2) correction of gross
inequities by comparison of existing
wage schedules for telephone jobs

THE NATIONAL War Labor Board
last month awarded wage increases
of $3 a week to telephone operators
in New York City, Louisville, and
Memphis, and $4 a week to operators
in Washington, D. C. The Board also
shortened the length of time necessary to reach the maximum salary
rate where this issue was in dispute
before the Board.
These cases are the first three dispute cases acted on by the Board
on recommendations of the newlyestablished tripartite National Telephone Panel which has jurisdiction
over all disputes and voluntary requests for approval of wage increases in the telephone industry.
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with a "stabilizing rate range" constructed from stabilized rates for a
gamut of comparable jobs in the
community and by consideration of
stabilized differentials of 1940 between rates of the various Bell Companies; (3) consideration of existing
intra-company
relationships;
and
( 4) shortening of wage progression
schedules in appropriate cases.
The Panel found that the applications of tqe Little Steel Formula in
the telephone industry presents no
special problem other than the technical ones arising from the long
automatic progression schedule.
Action on the question of substandards was deferred until the
problems of gross inequities are met.
The problem of determining these
inequities is complicated by several
features peculiar to the telephone
industry. The Panel found that it is
not possible to compare the wage
rates of telephone operators with
any other group of employees working at a single occupation because
telephone operators' jobs embrace a
variety of occupational skills and
duties. A further difficulty arises
from the dollar width of the wage
range for telephone jobs. The range
between the minimum and maximum for New York Telephone Company operators for example is $14
with a starting rate of $20.

' PROGRESSION
LONG
Accompanying
the wide dollar
range in the telephone industry is
the long automatic progression
schedules which •vary among Bell
Companies from 8 to 16 years. These
long schedules reflect the time required for cross training and the development of a composite job for
telephone workers.
Another peculiarity which creates
The Telephone Worker

a special problem in applying Board
wage policy on gross inequities
arises from the fact that all Associated Bell Companies are part of a
single closely-woven
system.
In
addition to keeping Bell System
wages in line with community wages
an attempt has been made to relate
wage levels and wage~changes in the
different Associated Bell Companies.

President Beirne Addresses
Illinois Plant Members

GROSS INEQUITIES
CONSIDERED
The Panel determined that the
SuccESSIN THE telephone labor
correction of gross inequities should
field can come about only through
be based on the comparison of exist"a truer understanding of the meaning wage schedules for telephone
ing of solidarity," Joseph A. Beirne
jobs with the gamut of jobs deemed
told members and officers of the Illicomparable to that of telephone trafnois Union of Telephone Workers at
fic operators and plant craftsmen. It
a mass meeting in Chicago on March
points out that such a comparison •
16. Mr. Beirne spoke on invitation
will constitute a basic but not the
of the Union, a former NFTW affilisole factor in testing for the presence
ate.
of gross inequities in existing teleMr. Beirne warned his listeners to
phone rate ranges.
be critical of company propaganda,
The best single area of occupaciting the recent case where, after
tional comparison for operators, the
opposing changes in pay treatment
Panel agreed, is in the office and
for returning servicemen, Bell Sysclerical field, and for telephone
tem Companies, when forc-=d to
craftsmen in the metal trade field.
change the provisions, used every
On the question of wage rate
means at their disposal to convince
progression
schedules
the Panel
servicemen that the changes origfound that there is a marked tendinated in management
and were
ency on the part of many companies
given out of the goodness of the
and all unions to shorten the existCompany's heart.
ing telephone wage schedules and
"The NFTW has always tried to
the Panel says it believes that this
show that (1) We may be foolish to
tendency in general both wholesome
accept too many things without
and justifiable and it therefore exquestion; and (2) that we need to
pects to recommend such action in
combine into an effective labor ora number of cases.
ganization to settle the labor problems of the industry," said Mr.
Beirne. "Split up into the many
groups as we are is playing the
55-CENT PAY RATES
Company's game of divide and conMAY GET APPROVAL
fuse."
The National
President called
THEWLB has authorized its re- attention
to the increasing need for
gional boards to approve wage rates
effectiveness in combatting
the
up to 55-cents per hour in cases
growing
control
of
labor
unions.
where the increase is voluntarily
"Wartime wage controls will become
asked for by the employer, or jointly
by an employer and a union. The a permanent part of our economy if
decision is within the board's au- some of the officials in Washington
thority and instructions under the have their way."
Referring to the Hill Bill now beWar Labor Disputes Act, the Stabilization Act, and Executive Or- fore Congress, Mr. Beirne called
attention to its features which may
ders, and is considered by the board
hold possibilities of governmental
to be a further step toward elimination of wage rates insufficient to ownership in the industry.
"The question of whether we are
maintain a decent standard of living.
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Attends Meeting of Former
NFTW Affiliate in Chicago

PRESIDE1'iT BEIRNE

in favor of, or opposed to, government ownership is one in which the
workers in the industry are vitally
concerned," said Mr. Beirne. "We
can effectively make that decision
only when combined into an organization such as the National Federation."
Mr. Beirne told his listeners of the
three year battle which the NFTW
has fought for some form of representation on the National War Labor
Board. "That battle was won last
December when the National Telephone Panel was formed to handle
all telephone cases in the country."
"Before the formation of the National Telephone Panel, the Unions'
strength was too divided to effectively combat the strength of the
A. T. & T. Co."
"Combined into the NFTW, the
strength of telephone workers can
be directed and used to effectively
and collectively solve the labor
problems of the industry in a manner which will benefit the workers
to the greatest extent."
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THE LEXINCTON FEDERATION
Growth and Development

of This NFTW Affiliate
by William

L. McLaughlin

telephone
industry
are generally
lower than in Bell System Companies. In spite of this, it is estimated
that when the current War Labor
Board case is settled, increases in
wages for the 225 members of the
Union will have amounted to approximately
$100,000 annually .
.In addition, contract provisions
• covering sick pay, paid vacations,
seniority and travel time approaching or equalling similar prov1s1ons
in contracts held by other unions
with Bell System Companies are in
effect.
Progress of this Union, one of the
smallest of the NFTW affiliates, has
Left to right: /11rs, Elane Papst, Director; Homer F. Wagner, Director; William
been largely as a result of stick-toL. McLaughlin, Secretary-Treasurer
and Busine,s Representative;
Mrs. Mary
itiveness of the Board of Directors
Hopkins, Director;
Mrs. Jennie Reedy, Director;
Mrs. Edn.a Sheets, Vice
and the leadership of the Secretary
Presfrlent; Samuel F. Boesher, Acting President; John W. Worthington, Director.
and Business Representative
William L. McLaughlin.
The Lexington Federation favors
a labor contract with a Union. That
THE LEXINGTON FEDERATION
a strong national union with concontract
provided
for
annual
inof Telephone Workers, Inc., represiderable centralization of authority
creases totaling approximately $10,senting workers employed by the
for greater effectiveness.
000 for the 45 members who were
Lexington Telephone Company,Lexington, Kentucky, was formed in the in the Union at the time.
spring of 1941 and affiliated with the
The 1942 contract, in addition to
NFTW at the Baltimore Assembly
amendments for Plant workers, esin 1942.
tablished the first working agreement for Traffic workers who had
Originally a Plant organization,
just been organized. Additional wage
the Union later organized the Trafincreases were obtained, the case
fic department
of the Company.
going to the War Labor Board as a
The present membership is 225.
dispute case.
Operating in the Independent telAgain in 1943 the Union had a disephone field, the Lexington Federation has placed improvements
in pute case before the War Labor
wages and working conditions high Board and again wage gains were
in its schedule of activities. The realized. In both the 1942 and 1943
contracts William M. Dunn, PresiUnion has constantly sought to raise
dent of the Cincinnati Federation
wages and improve working condiof Telephone Workers sat on the
tions to bring them in line with those
panel as labor member.
which prevail in Bell System Companies.
A case involving a wage increase
for
workers represented by the LexFIRST CONTRACT SIGNED
ington
Federation is now pending
The first contract negotiated by
before
the
National Telephone Panel.
the Union was signed on July 11,
It is a well known fact that wages
1941. This was the first time manEDWARD A. MANiV
in the Independent branch of the
Director
agement of the Company had signed
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NFTW Organizing Drive Crows
Thousandsof New MembersAre
Enrolled Since Last Assembly
ORGANIZING ACTIVITIES of the
National Federation
and affiliated
unions have resulted~. in enrolling
approximately 50,000 new members
since last June's Assembly. Several
large unions have affiliated directly
with the NFTW, and affiliated
unions have organized a number of
Independent groups.
The largest of the unions to enter
the Federation during this period
was the Southern Federation
of
Telephone Workers.
This Union,
which applied for membership in
January, represents 30,000 workers
in all departments of Southern Bell.
Organized with the assistance of the
NFTW, this Union is now in the
process of negotiating a contract to
cover Southern Bell workers. In
addition, the Union has already organized two Independent companies
and intends to organize others as
soon as present contract negotiations
are completed.

OTHER AFFILIATIONS
The Empire
State
Telephone
Union, representing plant workers
in Upstate New York, joined the
NFTW last fall. This Union is likely
to be assigned the job of organizing
Independent groups in its territory,
several of whom have contacted the
NFTW with the object of affiliating.
The Federation
of Telephone
Workers of Pennsylvania, represe'nting plant department
workers in
Pennsylvania
Bell, entered the
NFTW in January. This Union may
be assigned the job of organizing the
Independent groups in its territory.
The Telephone Traffic Employees
Organization
(Northern
California
Traffic) was admitted to the NFTW
in January.
The Communications
Equipment
Workers (Western Electric Hawthorne) reaffiliated in February of
this year.
In addition to the unions which
have affiliated directly with the
NFTW, a number of Independent
groups have been organized by
affiliated unions.
April, 1945

The Southwestern
Telephone
Workers Union has for a long time
been active in organizing Independent Companies. New groups are still
being signed up and organizing and
negotiating for Independent groups
represents a considerable part of
Southwestern's work.
The Ohio Federation has begun
organizing the Independents in its
territory. The first group of workers
organized were the employees of the
Lorain Telephone Company, Lorain,
Ohio.
The Cincinnati Federation of Telephone Workers has organized several groups of employees of Independent Companies in its territory.
The Mountain States Federation is
organizing the traffic employees of
the Mountain States Bell Company.
Charges of company domination
have been filed with the NLRB
against a company union now operating among these employees.
In some cases organizing has been
carried on by officers and organizers
work'ng directly for the National
Federation. In some cases the work
has been done by the member
unions. In still other cases, the job
has been handled as a joint project.
As examples: The Southern Federation was built up from scratch
under the guidance of J. J. Schacht,
acting as special field organizer for
the NFTW. The Mountain States
Traffic organizing has been carried
on as a joint project conducted by
the local union, assisted by National
organizers.
In general, work in the Independent field has been carried on by the
affiliated union, sometimes alone and
sometimes with the help of National
representatives.
The organizing work is continuing
both in the Independent field and
among unions and unorganized
groups in Bell companies.
An important factor in stimulating
interest in affiliation has been contacts with officers and members of
unaffiliated unions by representatives of the NFTW. Speaking tours

and correspondence often result in
groups of workers becoming affiliated.
An example of the sort of organizing work now going on is the drive
to consolidate west coast telephone
workers into one large union. Telephone workers in this territory are
new divided up into 17 different
unions, some of them members of
the NFTW and some of them unaffiliated, each bargaining· individually
for the workers they represent. J. J.
Schacht is now in the territory
working to effect this consolidation,
to combine them into one large
union for greater effectiveness.
Other unaffiliated unions are being met with to try to show them
the benefits of affiliation. On March
15 and 16 President Beirne was in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Chicago,
Illinois, where he addressed groups
of telephone workers. In Milwaukee
he talked to a meeting of members
of the Wisconsin Telephone Guild,
an NFTW affiliate, and in Chicago
addressed a meeting of members of
the Illinois Union of Telephone
Workers, a former affiliate.
Conferences have been held with
representatives of a number of other
unions in all parts of the country,
representing workers in all departments of the business. There is no
question but that many of these
groups will soon become member
unions.

WORK DONE IN CANADA
The organizing work of the NFTW
has even gone beyond national
boundaries and some work has been
done in Canada, where an attempt
is being made to secure affiliates.
All this organizing work adds up
to one thing: satisfactory results in
the past ten months and splended
prospects for the future.
Carried through militantly, the
organizing drive will eventually
bring all telephone workers into the
ranks of the National Federation and
the slogan "One Union for One Industry" will become a reality.
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EDITORIAL
"RAPPROCHEMENT"

IN THE

TELEPHONE INDUSTRY
ALARMED AT THE prospect of "government ownership in the telephone field," Telephony, sell-appointed
"Journal" of industry management, in a recent issue,
seeks to show a relationship between public ownership
and "the need for stabilizing and consolidating the industry's employee relations." The author of the article
suggests the possibility "that with entirely successful
treatment, these pr~blems might cancel each other
out." Just what he means by successful treatment is
brought out later in the article when he proposes an
industrywide
"rapprochement"
between Labor and
Management.
DISMAL PICTURE PAINTED
Painting a dismal picture of the fate of labor in
other countries, the article states that "free labor and
free industry· can only exist hand in hand" and for
that reason should combine to eliminate the "threat
of government ownership intervention." But that's not
all. Such a joining hands "might also go a long way
toward aiding the industry to get a better public hearing in cases where future rate relief may he necessary."
So the big, powerful telephone industry, with its expensive lawyers and lobbyists, its well-paid public relations men and its long tradition of successful fooling
of the public, has found that it cannot do the job alone.
And it tw·ns to organized labor for help.
Since the NFTW, with its affiliates, is the only effective labor organization in the industry, the logical conclusion to be drawn from Telephony's article is that the
industry wants the NFTW to pull some chestnuts out
of the fire. The companies want the National Federation to fight the movement toward government ownership and want it to help when they get into trouble
with regulatory bodies over rates.
The article in Telephony is typical of the confused
approach while the telephone industry makes toward
its labor relations problems. In the same article in
which the author appeals for help in the industry's
fight against the government, he also complains about
the "mischief" of "competition from war-boom industries in the form of high wages."
Yes, that's an actual quote from the same article.
A complaint that high wages are attracting workers
away from the industry on the same page with an
appeal for help against governmental controls.
And that's not all. The author complains about a
8

recent WLB decision which required time and one-hall
pay after 40 hours per week in exchanges having fewer
than 500 subscribers.
That's also in the same article.
It looks like this spokesman for the industry thinks
cooperation is a one way street. You try to get labor
to do a job for you and then moan when they won't
work for starvation wages or when they have the gall
to expect time and one-half after 40 hours.
The telephone industry has many lessons to learn.
It learned some of them last November when it found
that its formerly docile workers were prepared to strike
against unfair treatment and do it collectively and with
a surprising unity.
Another lesson for management to learn is that telephone workers are much less alarmed at the prospect
of gove1·nment ownership than are their bosses. After
all that is understandable.
The bosses have everything
to 'lose but the workers in the industry reason that
they h~ve little to lose and might even be better off.
Workers tend to look at it this way: They see the
low wages, long progression schedules, the speedup and
other unsatisfactory working conditions. They fail to
see how things could be much worse under government
o"vnership.

IT MIGHT BE BETTER
Take the matter of wages. It is difficult to believe
that government ownership would permit the deplorable
wage levels which exist in the Independent branch of
the industry. It is difficult to believe that workers
would be expected to start at such low wages and
wait so many years before reaching top.
And don't they have civil service regulations when
you work for' the government?
And wouldn't that
protect the workers from being fired at the caprice of
some tinhat supervisor?
After all, maybe government ownership would be
better. Maybe we ought to give it a whirl.
So reason many telephone workers.
If telephone workers ever decide to oppose government ownership, it will be because they themselves
have decided that private ownership is better for them
not because it is better for the management.
If telephone industry is looking for a "rapprochement"
with organized labor, it can be found. But it must be
on the basis of reciprocal benefits, not just a one way
street.

The Telephone Worker

FACINC up· TO THE NEED FOR
A RETIREMENT SECURITY PlAN
Pension Committee Emphasizes
Need for Individual
Decision

WE AND OUR familie:· are accustomed to a certain rate of income
and outgo and take it for granted
that this level will hold or improve.
The possibility of the unexpected
event, the contingency of life are
often brushed aside as merely some
bridges we would rather cross when
we come to them. To a certain extent this is all right; it serves as a
comfortable way to think.
But the pointed thought about
these things persists. Accept it for
what it is--an intelligent kind of
fear-an emotional state never to be
dealt with by evasion. Something
must be done. so we start thinking
to some purpose.
"But what can we do?" This is
always the question asked by those
who are at all sensitive to the many
avoidable sufferings. Why take time
to thoroughly wring our hands in
some such cases? To effect any real
improvement in the conditions responsible we must pause to think,
and then put our minds on doing a
definite job. We want to avoid rushing into action without thinking, and
to avoid any undue delay or deliberation. We get the facts and study
them before we decide.
"How can we do it?" follows closely on the question of what to do.
Then "Why?" "Where?" "When?"
come immediately. Now we have
started thinking, which is a questioning process. We make progress when
we get the answers. Certain tasks
can be performed only by specialists,
persons who have scientific knowledge and training in its use in the
solution of special or complex problems. We will get many of our
answers from them. We must know,
however, what we want to accomplish and name it in specific terms.
Along this line, your delegates to
the forthcoming National Assembly
in June will be asked to decide
whether or not the unions will have
April, 1945

By ERNEST J. SWEENEY
Chairman
NFTW Pension Committee
an instrument of policy to get a fair
relationship between working income and retirement income, for
those members who have need of it,
who know that fact, and who are
willing to face the cost question
fairly.
There are two important points of
view in providing for financial security for yourself and your family
dependents. There is the problem of
an income for them in case something happens to you, or there is the
need of an income during the period
of your retirement. Actually both
problems come together for solution
in numerous cases.
Doesn't it behoove you to know
how much income your dependents
must have to maintain a decent living level? Shouldn't you have some
idea of how much income you should
ihave after you retire, in order to
maintain a consistent relationship
between the years of production and
the years of retirement?
Definite
conclusions about these questions
depend on getting proper facts and
advice. One thing is certain; if there
are to be any funds available for you,
they must be accumulated in some
systematic manner. Remember, the
cash accumulations during a working period of 40 years are going to
have to take care of you for about
15 years, no matter who foots the
bill, if you are average.
In previous articles we have
pointed out the inadequacy of pensions in meeting retirement needs.
One slash separates a person from a
payroll and from a union membership. There is Social Security; War
Bonds, Real Estate, Insurance and
other forms of accumulation may be
coupled with a pension and Social

Security to provide a continuing or
extended income, but our experience
to date is that many Telephone
Workers do not have these in
amounts sufficient to provide a living
income in the aggregate. The solvency of every member is of primary
importance to the success of the
union. The National Federation has
thought objectively about this problem of old age or family security, and
is realistic enough about it to consider providing for its members even
after their active union connections
have been severed by either death,
disability or retirement.
Immense amounts of wealth are
necessary for this purpose. There are
several hundred thousand workers in
the Telephone Industry. The pooling
of risks and resources of so large a
group of people having identical interests, having a favorable risk situation and a consistency of income in
productive work appears to meet the
needs we have described. Under
scientific and capable direction the
organization of these parts and forces
will make possible a greater amount
of financial benefits and other advantages.
The National Federation's General
Pension Committee, therefore, proposes the establishment of an insurance company to provide for your
more important life insurance and
retirement benefit needs. It will be
incorporated with a capitalization of
$400,000 to be subscribed by members of the Federation and its affiliated unions, to provide benefits at
the least possible cost to members,
in keeping with its objective of
social service to those who work for
wages. Now please communicate to
your representative your opinion as
to whether or not your union should
take this step. 'Ilhe next issue of the
Telephone Worker will contain specific data useful in guiding your
judgment. Watch for it.
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Struggle Over Breaking Little
Steel Formula Continues
Public and Industry Members
Refuse to RecommendRevision

FIGHT
LABOR'S
ORGANIZED
against continuance of the Little
Steel Formula flared up again last
month when public members of the
War Labor Board joined with industry members in deciding against
any upward revision of the formula
at this time.
In their report, recommending
against revision, the public members
of the WLB told President Roosevelt
that, contrary to organized labor's
claims, wage rates have not lagged
behind prices.
• Conceding that retail prices have
risen 30 per cent since the base period of January 1941, the report, by
a smart trick of basing their opinion, not on basic wage rates, but on
"hourly
straight
time earnings",
made it appear that earnings have
risen 36 per cent instead of 20, and
therefore no inequity presumably
exists.
JUGGLING ACT TRIED
To accomplish this juggling act,
the report included increases resulting from promotions,
upgrading,
higher productivity. It included increases in marginal items such as
night shift differentials, and included
increases
to correct substandard
wage levels and to correct other inequities.
The statement in the report that
widespread wage increases which
would result only in price increases
should be avoided, is an admirable
piece of statesman.ship with which
one can heartily agree. But the
Board should have included in its
report evidence that such would be
true in the more important cases
currently being considered.
There seems little room for doubt
that the steelworkers,
the textile
workers, the miners, the telephone
10

workers and others, could be allowed substantial increases out of
the companies' war-swollen profits
without price increases of any sort.
Surely, it is nothing more than
simple justice to allow wage increases equal to the rise in the cost of
living, which even officially is 29.4
per cent on the average. Even in
Britain, which has much more drastic labor controls than the United
States, and has avoided inflation, nobody questions that wages should
keep pace with the cost of living.
To labor's contention that wages
must be raised now if workers are
to have an adequate buying power
in the reconversion and postwar periods, the Board offered a promise
of adjustment of wages upward after
the war ends, not before.
All in all, it looks like a busy period ahead for labor, a period during
which it will have to pursue its
course militantly and intelligently.
If more unions will revoke their
"no-strike" pledges and get down
to business, it should not be too
difficult to throw the meaningless
and useless "Little Steel" formula
out the window.
Industrialists like Charles Wilson
of General Electric and many a conservative economist agree with labor
that wage rates will have to go up
if production and employment are
to be maintained at a satisfactory
level after the war, but they overlook the psychology in the matter of
when wages must go up. Labor
knows that you usually can't get a
raise in the midst of layoffs, so that
labor must get its wage increases
before V-E Day and the cutbacks
which are sure to come.
Labor members of the WLB have
denounced the report in bitter terms.
One labor member resigned and his

union, a CIO affiliate, has released
its membership from its no-strike
pledge.
At about this same time, the War
Labor Board found itself in the middle on another matter. Fred Vinson,
then Chairman of the Office of Economic Stabilization, issued a regulation subjecting all WLB decisions
to review by him and the OP A.
While not admitting that this ruling
has made it impotent, the WLB has
solved its problem by simply passing the buck to the White House.
A number of unions, as a result
of these actions, are considering the
revoking of their "no-strike" pledges. Against this backdrop,
and
unhampered
by any "no·-strike"
pledge, John L. Lewis and his
United Mine Workers, began negotiations with the operators on a new
contract to replace the one which
expired March 31.
As these events began to shape
up into what could develop into a
showdown fight on the government's
entire wage stabilization program,
there was another reshuffiing of the
heads of two of the agencies most
involved.
Fred Vinson, formerly Economic
Stabilizat:on Director, moved into
the job as head of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. He was
replaced by William H. Davis, who
moved up from the Chairmanship of
the National War Labor Board.
George W. Taylor moves up to the
job of heading up the WLB.
As Economic Stabilizer, Davis can
be expected to follow Vinson's policies fairly closely. He believes the
wage line should be held and is not
in favor of modifying the "Little
Steel" formula, although he may be
more willing to compromise than
was Vinson.
The Telephone

Worker

EXTENDED SOCIAL SECURITY
BENEFITS URCED BY FSA
ExTENSION
oF COVERAGE by
the unemployment insurance system
to some 15 to 20 million workers at
present excluded, and extension of
the old-age and survivors insurance
program to 20 to 25 million additional
employees and self-employed. persons, are recommended in the ninth
annual report of the Social Security
. Board, recently submitted to Congress by Federal Security Administrator Paul V. McNutt.

problems of reconversion strike with
full force. "Unemployment compensation," the board •argued, "cannot
cure a prolonged or widespread depression, but can help to prevent
one. "

Southern Federation

I

HE SOUTHERN FEDERATION
of Telephone
Workers'
contract
Bell
Inadequate coverage in these two negotiations with Southern
have been broken off, the case has
respects constitute the major defects
in the two social security programs,
been through U. S. Conciliation
the board points out, and reiterates
Service and has now been certified
its urgent recommendation for action
to the War Labor Board. The next
to protect members of the military
step is consideration by the National
services from continued loss of rights
Telephone Panel.
under old-age and survivors insurNegotiations on this contract lastance. Liberalization of benefit payed over a month, from January 24 to
ments under old-age and survivors
February 28, and were broken off
when agreement
could not be
insurance, and more adequate payreached on the matter of wages,
ments under the Federal-State prolength of progression schedules, and
gram of public assistance also were
reclassification of towns and job
recommended.
titles. Only two items in the general
A system of disability and sickness
contract were under dispute when
insurance is also urged in the report,
negotiations were broken off.
which points out that an average of
United States Conciliators heard
7,000,000 persons in the United States
the case on March 8, 9 and 10, but
are sick or disabled each day, that
no solution was reached. Last month
the annual wage loss from these
the case was certified to the National
causes is from 3 to 4 billion dollars,
War Labor Board.
and that the annual loss in working
The Southern Bell C9mpany offtime runs between Ph to 3½ million
ered the Union an across-the-board
man years. "In its effect on family
increase of $3.00 per week to weekly
security," the report says, "permarated employees and $15.00 a month
nent disability is like old age, except
to all monthly rated employees, with
that it involves additional medical
the exception of about 300 workers,
costs and often comes unexpectedwho would receive no increase.
ly . . . Our country stands alone
For this and other reasons, such as
among the great nations of the world
length of schedules, grouping of job
in failing to protect the great majortitles and town classification, the
ity of wage earners against incapacUnion rejected the Company's offer.
ity of nonoccupational origin."
Negotiations for the Union were
Speedy Federal action to bolster
carried on by the bargaining committee, assisted by John Crull of
the system of unemployment comSouthwestern
Telephone Workers'
pensation is necessary, the report
Union and Legal Counsel Henry
said, so that the States might make
Mayer.
the necessary adjustments before the
April,

1945

Telephone Worker
Crowing
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS of
the NFTW have watched the gradual
but steady growth in the Telephone
Worker's circulation.
The table below shows how that
circulation has increased during the
last year:
Circulation
Month
7342
1944
April
9131
May
"
9502
June
"
15110
July
"
9215
August
9380
September
11500
October
"
11800
November
"
13370
December
13800
1945
January
13820
February
"
13850
March
"
The editorial staff of the Telephone
Worker wishes to thank the member unions which have either subscribed for the magazine for their
entire membership or have conducted subscription drives among
their members. It is this cooperation which has almost doubled the
circulation in the past year.
Credit is also due those who have
written special articles for publication or have gone out of their way
to see that the editor was informed •
about some item of news which
might otherwise never have been
published.
If this sort of cooperation is continued and expanded, the next year
should see the circulation of the
Telephone Worker increase even
more than it has in the past.
Are you a subscriber to the Telephone Worker? If not, subscribe
now.
Subscription rate $1.00 per year.
Send $1.00 to
The Telephone Worker
306 N. Charles St.
Baltimore I, Maryland

Name .........................

.

Address

......................

.

City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State ......

.

Name of Local Union ...........

.
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LABOR UNITY NECESSARY
By J. W. LANSDOWNE,Directorof Public Relations,

Wichita District CommunicationsCouncil

THE SOCALLED "SPLITS" within
the Labor movement are not "splits"
at all when analyzed but non-prejudiced people. There are merely variations in organizational structure
which is necessary because of the
variety of crafts and skills involved
in Labor, and the difference in Industrial organizations which Labor
must contact and work with in production.
It is quite evident that an "Industrial" type organization is impossible
in a craft where only one, two or
three craftsmen are employed on a
single job, or where employment
projects are of a short duration. The
building trades are an example.
During the construction of a home
frequently only one or two craftsmen from the various trades in-·
valved are employed and the building is completed within 60 days or
so. It is evident that a . contract
covering all the workmen on that
job is impossible and that a craft
form of organization which stipulates salaries, working conditions,
etc., is essential.

INDUSTRIAL TYPE UNION
It is equally true that an Industrial organization, with one contract
covering all of the employees in the
plant, is imperative where a firm is
using mass production methods in
manufacture,
and the employees
shift from job to job within the
plant because of the low skill requirements typical of mass production.
It is evident from a casual inspection of the situation that craft organizations are essential in the
Transportation and Communication
Industries if we follow the theories
outlined. Craft organization in these
industries prevents the lowering of
skill requirements, thus preventing
the lowering of wages and protecting
12

the future of the workers involved.
Much of the reams of literature
and a major portion of the millions
of words spoken in behalf of the
amalgamation of the forces of Labor have failed entirely in their
purpose because of the fact that the
writer or speaker tried to "sell" a
type of organization which he had
found to be successful in his own
craft, and failed to take into consideration the difference in working
conditions involved.
Very frequently, those who would
advance the cause of unity in Labor
simply argue for jurisdiction over
some other group or organization
rather than just cooperation with all
groups comprising Labor. People
have demonstrated over and over
that they will cooperate but will not
be dominated. If one Labor organization were to "take over" all of the
other Labor organizations it would
only assure alienation of the membership and lessening of effectiveness. Labor organizations, democratic at heart, demand virile leadership, but refuse to accept control.
It is self-evident that all Labor
organizations are moving toward a
common goal, economic independence of the membership. This, it is
found, is impossible to achieve
through wage negotiations alone.
Our interests must be protected at
the National level through legislative
action; and in the various States in
the same manner. In the communities we must participate in community affairs to see that legislative
gains at the National and State levels are not lost at the community
level through unfriendly administration. Cooperation with other organized elements within the community, who are liberal in thought,
and who strive toward a better
world, is also necessary.
Confederation of Union move-

ments at the National level by establishment of joint planning councils or other confederating machinery is probably desirable. We are
not sure that it is imperative, however, because the common goal
forces most great national unions into a common endeavor.
In the various States and Communities, unity of action is absolutely essential, however. Industry
has achieved this through the NAM
and its Chamber of Commerce movements which are, in reality, the
largest Unions in existence. Cooperation is absolutely essential in the
community, because activities which
are in the best interests of Labor
are not so well defined. Also, the
Unions separately
are . impotent.
Common discussions and joint action,
it is found, are the only solution to
our problems in each Industrial District.
Cooperation is automatic where
some great issue is involved, but
planning, which is so essential to
success, is impossible without some
form of organization which provides
the mechanics for group discussion
and action. A joint Labor Council
in each Industrial District and Joint
Legislation Councils in each State is
the solution.
There are several Joint Councils
in existence and experience with
them has extended over a sufficient
length of time to determine the
-workability of the idea. In some
states, notably Texas, there are Legislative Councils composed of Labor, Farm organizations, and other
organizations interested in the overall welfare of the working individual. (The small farmer is certainly a
working individual.)
The Joint Council at Wichita,
Kansas, has found that a Council
comprised of 5 delegates from the
AFL Groups as a whole, 5 from
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Communications, 5 from the Industrial Union groups within the AFL
and one delegate from the major
Independents is a workable strucNE WEST COAST· Union to reture. Costs of activities are met by
place
the 17 unions operating in that
contributions based on membership
area
will
become a reality, says J. J.
. but voting is done "at large" with no
Schacht,
NFTW Field Organizer,
regard to the number of people the
delegate represents. In its two years now in that territory working on
of operation there hav; been no is- consolidation plans.
"The first step in consolidation is
sues at which voting was critical,
to reconcile the internal and exteranyway. The Council secures representation for the various Labor nal differences between the present
groups on governmental bodies, on unions," said Mr. Schacht. "After
Planning bodies, and Welfare groups. this is done, we will be able to sit
It promotes good public relations for down together and work things out."
Considerable time will be needed
the Union movement. It does not
engage in attempting to settle juristo work out the many details . of
dictional disputes but merely acts establishing such an organization,
as a cooperative, coordinating agent, reports Mr. Schacht.
in the common welfare.
Organizing
headquarters
have
It is discovered that the interminbeen established in San Francisco
gling of the leadership in monthly
and meetings have been held with
meetings educated delegates in oth- representatives of the nine unions
er Union's structures, broadened the located in that city with the object
individual viewpoint, and • created
of arranging joint meetings for distolerance of each of the other organcussion of the proposed constitution
izations. There has not been any and by-laws for the consolidated
"raiding" activities since this move- organization.
ment was inaugurated. Yet each of
A meeting was held in Spokane,
the Unions has progressed amazingly
Washington, with representatives of
by "whittling away" at the unorganthe four departmental ACE unions
ized fields.
on February 17, 1945. The proposed
Progress has not been uniform,
constitution and by-laws were disnor has it been completely successcussed and a number of suggestions
ful at all times. Some Labor leaders
were made designed to improve and
are also local politicians, and they
clarify the document. The reprenaturally resent intrusions which • sentatives approved a motion to acthey feel might deprive them of some cept the proposed constitution and
of the patronage they have enjoyed. by-laws "embodying such changes
as have been recommended".
GOOD RESULTS OBTAINED
Mrs. Georgeann G. Borgan, GenResults have been remarkably
eral
Area Traffic Chairman, was
good, especially in securing Union
selected
to represent the four ACE
representation on Planning and Welorganizations
at the Pacific Coast
fare bodies, Governmental agencies,
constitutional
conference
to be held
etc., since all Labor in the Comthis
month
at
an
agreed-upon
cenmunity works together in these projtralized
location.
ects.
On February 24, a meeting was
The organizations within the comheld in Portland, Oregon, with repmunity involved will necessarily
resentatives of the Oregon union.
vary with the type of Industries
were "fully
prominent within the community. So The representatives
the mechanics of establishing a joint agreed in principle" with the concouncil will vary somewhat also. stitution and by-laws as proposed.
The movement has progressed suffi- The changes recommended by the
were intended to
ciently in some communities to prove representatives
its worth. It is to be hoped that make the final document as clear,
some start will be made in the for- concise and workable as possible.
mation of a cooperative Labor CounThe Oregon union's officers comcil in each Industrial District in the mented on the proposed consolidanear future.
tion as being "the opportunity we
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have been waiting for .....
Oregon
is anxious to join with her fellow
workers in this common cause" .
Meetings have been held in Los
Angeles with the organizations located in Southern California.
The changes suggested in the proposed constitution and by-laws will
be incorporated into a final document at a constitutional meeting
scheduled to take place this month
at a conveniently centralized location. Representatives to this meeting will come from each area, and
the final draft of the document developed will be presented to a meeting of representatives
to be held
• later.
That group will adopt a formal
constitution and by-laws and will
work out the 'other details necessary
to set the new union in motion.
J. J. Schacht comes to the job of
consolidating the 17 unions on the
west coast into one union with much
successful organizing work to his
credit. His latest assignment was
the job of helping the workers in
Southern Bell Territory to form the
Southern Federation of Telephone
Workers.
After successfully completing that
work, he has now been assigned to
the west coast job.

WLB Ruling

THEWLB

HAS reviewed and affirmed an order of the Atlanta WLB
which directed that union members
covered by a maintenance of membership agreement in a previous contract must have their initiation fees
and dues paid up to the beginning of
the new escape period before they
may resign during the escape period.
The case involves the Ingalls Iron
Works Company's Southside Plant
and the Birmingham Tank Company,
a subsidiary, both in Birmingham,
Alabama, and approximately 1,085
employees represented by the International
Association
of Bridge,
Structural,
and Ornamental Iron
Workers, AFL.
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HERE,
Texas

W este.-n

Law ...

As

A MEMBER.of the Texas State
J<;>intSocial and Legislative Conference, the Southwestern Telephone
Workers Union is cooperating with
that body to secure the defeat of a .
proposed "Freedom to Work" bill
now pending in the Texas State
Legislature.
The bill proposes, among other
things, that no person shall be refused employment because he does
or does not belong to a labor union
and that employers must not take
from employees' salaries any monies
due for union dues. An amendment
to the bill now pending would outlaw the closed shop and the checkoff.
It is the opinion of D. L. McCowen,
Southwestern's
President, that the
bill, even if passed by the State
Legislature, will be declared unconstitutional by the courts.
Officers and members of the Texas
Area of the Union have been requested to write to their Senators
and Representatives,
objecting to
passage of this miscalled "Freedom
to Work" bill.

Headqua.-ten:

...

MEMBER UNIONS HAVE been
requested to send the latest copy of
their constitutions and contracts to
headquarters office, 306 N. Charles
St., Baltimore 1, Maryland.
A review of the files recently
made by the NFTW Statistical Analyst, showed that many of the documents are out-of-date.
In order that statistical surveys
can be started, it is important that
these documents be up-to-date. The
information is also needed for answering requests
from member
unions and to provide information
for governmental agencies.
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EVERYWHERE

THERE
Elecbiic ...

THEBOARD OF DIRECTORS of
the Association of Communication
Equipment Workers (Western Electric Installers), meeting in Chicago
last month, reached agreement on a
proposed Wages and Working Conditions Contract to replace the current contract which expires April 21,
1945.
The proposed agreement includes
improved wage provisions, establishes travel time payments, proposes important changes in transfer'
allowances and provides for an improved and more adequate grievance
machinery.
The following officers of the Union
were elected: E. Weaver, National
President; P. M. Williams, Secretary-Treasurer;
V. P. Velasco, First
Vice-President;
G. C. Thornton,
Second Vice-President; J. M. Massey, Third Vice-President; F. A. McCabe, Fourth Vice-President.
,,,

>

>

,..1.-g,n ■a ...

THE VIRGINIA FEDERATION of
Telephone Workers is bargaining
with company management on a new
contract. The current agreement expired March 31.
Included in the union's bargaining objectives are: A general wage
increase, shortening of schedules,
union shop, town reclassification, increased evening and night differentials, in-charge differentials, shortened night tours for traffic, improvements in sick payment treatment, job descriptions and classifications, and seniority.
The union's demands were made
after reviewing and coordinating
suggestions coming from all of the
communities
represented
by the
union.

West

Vii.-giniia ...

THE COMMUNICATION Workers
Union, formerly the West Virginia
Federation, has gone on record in
support of the proposed insurance
company being developed by the
National Federation.
The West Virginia Union has authorized its President to appoint a
"permanent pension committee" to
work with the NFTW. The Union
has also gone on record as recom mending that company pensions be
limited to a maximum of $5,000 a
year and a minimum of $100 per
month. A retirement age of 55 for
men and 50 for women was proposed.

~~iichigan ...
AFFILIATES
OF THE National
Federation in Michigan have laid
plans for "close cooperation in organizing" through
the Michigan
Council of the NFTW.
An organizing committee has been
made up of members from Michigan
Plant, Michigan Traffic, Association
of Communication Equipment Workers (Western Electric Installation)
and Federation of Long Lines. The
committee plans joint action to bring
in new member organizations.
A committee on veterans' affairs
is also laying out a joint program.

THE S~UTHWESTERN Telephone
Workers Union has reached agreement with the Southwestern States
Telephone Company at Brownwood,
Texas, on th~ terms of a new contract. It contains a six cents an hour
across-the-board increase and a sick
benefit and pension plan which will
probably benefit the workers even
more than the raise.
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Colo.-ado ...
COMPANY DOMINATION, charges
filed against the Colorado Traffic
Employees' Association
by the
NFTW are now being investigated
by the National Labor Relations
Board. If charges are upheld, the
alleged company unioh will be ordered disestablished and the Mountain States Federation, an NFTW
affiliate, can proceed with the organizing of the traffic department of the
Company.
Charges against the Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph
Company, Bell System unit involved, are based on statements and
affidavits which tell a story difficult
to believe now, ten years after the
Wagner Act outlawed
company
unions.
Specifically the charges are:
The Company is charged with engaging in unfair labor practices in
that it has "sponsored, fostered, controlled and dominated" the Colorado
Traffic Employees' Association.
It is charged with giving it "financial and moral support"; permitting
management
employees to "solicit
membership in and collect dues" for
the association; it has interfered
with the freedom of choice of the
employees by counselling against
their affiliation with the Mountain
States Federation.
The Company is charged with
spying upon its employees who have
attended Mountain States Federation meetings, and has had some of
its management persons talk with
such employees with a view to discouraging their joining the Federation.
Finally the Company is charged
with dominating the officers of the
association so completely that grievances are not prosecuted by the
association.
Organizing of the traffic department of the Mountain States Company by the Mountain States Federation has been going on for some
time. It was started at the request
of traffic workers, dissatisfied with
the Association. In the summer and
fall of 1944 the organizing was given
additional impetus through assistance by Mrs. Nancy Franks and Mrs.
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Ohio ...
ELIMINATION OF THE practice
of importing telephone workers at
extra pay for long periods of time
has been recommended by the special telephone panel of the National
War Labor Board, considering Ohio
Federation's dispute with Ohio Bell
over the "transferee" problem.
The panel recommended that Ohio
Bell end by May 15 its practice of
paying living expenses of telephone
operators transferred to Dayton and
other "labor tight" Ohio towns. This
practice has been condemned by
the Ohio Federation as a device used
by the Company to keep from increasing starting and top wages for
workers recruited locally.
Refusal of the Company to agree
to a workable solution caused last
November's strike which tied up
telephone service in Dayton, Cleveland, Washington and Detroit, and
was rapidly spreading to other communities
when
it was settled
Thanksgiving Day.
The panel report, a two-to-one
decision, said that the additional pay
for living expenses for workers imported to given communities "caused
unrest, disharmony, inefficiency and
work stoppage".
The panel proposed that transfer
of workers from their home exchanges to other points should be
covered by contract between the
Union and the Company "in advance of such transfers".
As a temporary solution to the
problem in Dayton, the panel recommended a longer work week for
locally recruited operators.

Anne C. Benscoter, NFTW Traffic
Organizers, who were called in by
Mountain States Federation.
The Colorado Traffic Employees'
Association, which had lain dormant
for a long time, had new life
breathed into it and was used by
the Company to obstruct the legitimate organizing efforts of the Mountain States Federation.
Company
domination charges have been filed
to eliminate obstructions
to that
organizing.

Windr

Citr Sag~ ...

THIS COLUMN has carried a prediction or two and they have been
well enough received to lead the author to try again.
If you are interested in the opinions of experts the following opinions won't mean much to you.
Within six weeks after the end of
the German war, basic wage rates
will be increased by approximately
10 or 12%. The NWLB will hasten
to establish this practice at that time
for the following reasons.
Total take home money will be
reduced because overtime will no
longer be required by many businesses.
The forty-eight
hour week will
not be continued in many industries;
in fact, it seems reasonable to expect
a reconversion payoff for about four
or five million people. This period
of enforced idleness should not extend beyond four to six months.
Unions, the government and some
large industries see eye to eye on
the necessity for holding dov.'11prices
and boosting basic wages and this
will be the policy to expect. Look
for the Department of Commerce to
play a larger part in the scheme of
things to come. Secretary Wallace is
trying to start off slowly and surely
and it appears he is likely to succeed.
Living costs will not be greatly increased. Cheap homes, those selling
for six to ten thousand dollars, will
get the first materials for building,
provided they are in congested
areas.
If it becomes necessary to negotiate a new contract, it might be good
business to leave the door open for
wage adjustments without too much
red tape.
The Telephone
Panel
of the
NWLB will receive much criticism
and most of it will come from the
lawyers because such a Panel will
reduce the need for bargaining assistance by the telephone unions.
If you think these predictions are
foolish ones, just file this issue of the
magazine and after a reasonable period of time, review it and check the
facts.
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BETTERTHAN CASH!
*

Greenbacks

don't grow in value-War

Bonds do!

*

Both are promissory notes of your Governmentboth are guaranteed by your Government.

*

But when you turn your Bonds into cash, they
cease to earn money for you. They also cease to work
for Victory.

*
*

Cash in the pocket wins no wars/

That's why 8 5 million Americans have bought
Bonds. For Victory today-for
security tomorrow_;,
follow their lead!

KEEi) FAITH WITH OUR FIGHTERS-

-Buy War Bonds for Keep!.
I

NATIONAL FEDERATIONOF
TELEPHONEWORKERS

I
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